That’s the number of anti-2SLGBTQI protests and instances of online hate we’ve tracked in Canada. And that’s just from the first three months of this year. If we included every act of violence, every unreported threat, and every attack on our right to exist—there wouldn’t be any flag left.

There’s a rising tide of hate in this country that can no longer be ignored. So, we’re calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.

In the following pages, you’ll find just some of these 6,423 attacks, bound together by the threads from the pride flag they aimed to destroy. Hate wants to pull us apart, but we won’t let them unravel our pride.
There’s a rising tide of hate in Canada that can no longer be ignored.
We’re calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.

Trigger Warning
This book contains content that may be traumatizing.
Incident number 0001

Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Attack
Place: Toronto, ON

A hate-motivated attack occurred at Toronto’s Islington Subway Station. A passenger was trying to board the train when they were approached by a stranger yelling anti-2SLGBTQI remarks. The victim was then physically assaulted and suffered a serious leg injury.
There’s a rising tide of hate in Canada that can no longer be ignored. We’re calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.
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Trannies, Fags, And general Beasts and Ghouls:
You will never be a woman,
You will never be a man.
You cannot deceive me, I have eyes, and a human brain.

If there is anything I can do to help you sub humans reach that 50% attempted [suicide] rate, let me know.

https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-3-4-in-x-150-ft-Manila-Twist-Rope-Natural-72660/206094559

I saved you the effort of a google search.
Sick of the alphabet people thinking you can make people respect you all. I feel we Canadians should ban together and censor you child groomers. SICK OF YOUR BULLSHIT.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident number</th>
<th>1953</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Anti-2SLGBTQI Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Go fuck yourselves your [sic] a disgusting disturbing group and honestly need your heads checked just because you feel that way doesn’t give you the right to bother other especially kids for example my son believes in dragons but you’d be full well ok for him to think he’s a girl.

Your [sic] fucked and lost in your thoughts. You want rights guess what you have them your [sic] only getting push back because you’ve gone to [sic] far and the push is only beginning!

Get fucked and just go away!
Gay groomers are the ones hurting our children’s eyes.

Incident number: 2034
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 2155
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 2299
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 2399
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3056
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3287
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3384
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3477
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3542
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3601
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3658
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Incident number: 3746
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
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Incident number 3812
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Woodstock, ON
Protesters held a rally outside the Public Library in Woodstock to protest against a Drag Storytime event. Protesters clashed with pro-2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number 3885
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Simcoe, ON
Protesters held a rally outside a clothing store in Simcoe to protest against a Drag Storytime event. Protesters clashed with pro-2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number 4016
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Moncton, NB
Protesters held a rally outside the Public Library in Moncton to protest against a Drag Storytime event. They clashed with pro-2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number 4361
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB
Protesters held a rally outside City Hall in support of a man facing criminal charges stemming from an incident where he interrupted a Drag Storytime event. Dozens of police were there to prevent violence.

Incident number 5002
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Nanaimo, BC
Anti-2SLGBTQI protestors gathered at Maffeo Sutton Park in Nanaimo to demand safety changes following the Nanaimo Aquatic Centre incident. Demonstrators claimed that a transgender individual was peeping at a child in changing rooms.

Incident number 5487
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Coquitlam, BC
Protesters held a rally outside the Coquitlam Public Library to demonstrate against a Drag Storytime event, where they engaged with and physically assaulted counter-demonstrators.

Dozens of police were present.
RT @Internet_TLCM: The last time I read the Bible, it didn’t say that Jesus was a queer pervert who danced almost naked in an erotic way, in front of little children.

So no, you can eat shit, groomer...
There's a rising tide of hate in Canada that can no longer be ignored. We're calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.

Fuck you gay people are gross and fucking discussing [sic]. Only two genders you aid infested fucks.
There’s a rising tide of hate in Canada that can no longer be ignored.

We’re calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.

There are 1+1 genders. You can be gay or straight. No more, no less. Mental illness runs deep in your community.
Incident number 5725
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters gathered outside and then entered Seton Public Library to protest a Drag Storytime event. Demonstrators shouted homophobic slurs at attendees. Police removed the protestors, charging one offender with mischief, harassment, and causing a disturbance.
You guys are EVIL incarnated and the forces of GOD and Good will destroy you. You will be remembered as a dark time in our history. You will be forgotten eventually.
There's a rising tide of hate in Canada that can no longer be ignored.

We're calling on you, as leaders and decision makers, to act now.

If Christian values are being removed from Kindergarten curriculum and replaced with Drag queen/Woke values to promote “Inclusivity”, then why not bestiality hour, Sharia law (or was 😷 that?), KKK hour, etc. also?

Inclusivity right? What a sick joke the 🌍 has become! ParameterDirection
Incident number 6125
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
It's amazing how quick the woke will call someone a Nazi, but how much they struggle calling a man dressing in drag around children a ghoulish pedophile. #NDP There are no Nazis at that table. Feel free to speak up and defend your members at any point... #PPC @artisteashlei

Incident number 6152
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
RT @uscg_proud: We need to acknowledge only 2 biological genders, male and female. Playing into the delusion by agreeing with them only makes us as delusional as they are. They need help not agreement. They need to leave kids alone. No more Pedophile drag shows for kids. Put them in jail.

Incident number 6200
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
You don't see Christian Church going folks, going to shoot up drag clubs and gay bars! Who are the real intolerant evil scumbags? Those that target children! That includes all these pedophile transvestites!

Incident number 6244
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
RT @00K00e00s00s00: @JanisIrwin @b5b1501c68e4460 Did you have a drag queen up on a table waving his dick in children’s faces? NDP love that shit. Full pedophile supporters!!

Incident number 6321
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
RT @ada_lluch: If you think children should be exposed to drag shows, you are a pedophile. If you think children should be taught masturbation in school, you are a pedophile. If you think it’s okay to allow five year olds to change genders, you are a pedophile.

Incident number 6384
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
RT @nonamenonmbrs: @troonytoons i put a lot of blame on all of this “gender homosexuality queer groomer clusterfuck” on rupaul’s drag race. without that we wouldn’t have DQSH, you wouldn’t have kids doing drag, a lot less fetish shit out in public. i hope he’s happy for selling out the LGB for all those billions.

Incident number 6412
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
If a person believes that children attending drag groomer show is somehow a net benefit to society, that grown men living out their fetishes by frolicking around in women’s panties for pre-pubescent somehow embeds tolerance, then we no longer any common ground to stand on.
Don’t let them unravel our pride.